
Section  V  State  Meet  Time  Schedule 

(This is not entirely etched in stone) 

Thursday June 7: 

1) Chaperones report 1 hour prior to assigned bus departure if possible.  When athletes arrive collect 

paperwork and check for all the required signatures. 

2) Athletes report 30-45 minutes prior to bus departure time with all paperwork properly filled out and 

all required signatures.  The first bus will leave from the Bath at 2:00 pm, pick up in Dansville Save-A-

Lot at 2:45 pm, stop at the Mount Morris-Geneseo exit #7 about 3:05 pm, then stop at the Target on 

Hyland Drive at 4:00 pm, Waterloo exit at Petro at 4:45 pm.  These times are not exact so it would 

be wise to be early to your pick up site.  From Waterloo the buses will continue on to Cicero-North 

Syracuse H. S. for a short team practice. 

3) Athletes and chaperones should plan to bring a snack to eat on the trip to Syracuse. 

4) Purple shirts will be handed out at the track and a team picture will be taken if time permits.  If the 

t-shirt vendor who is selling the souvenir t-shirts is set up you may want to buy a shirt/hat/hood/etc. 

at this time to ensure you get the color and size you want. 

5) After a short practice of about an hour the buses will leave for the hotel and dinner.  We will have a 

team meeting to go over a number of items for the state meet at dinner. 

Friday June 8: 

1) Breakfast will be served from 7:30-9:30 am. 

2) The first bus will leave for the track at 9:30 am, the rest of the buses will leave at 11:30 am.  No one 

will be allowed to stay at the hotel.  Those athletes in early events, or who need a longer warm up 

time should be on the first bus.  Pole vault starts at 11:00 am, discus at 12:00 pm, all other events 

begin at 12:30 pm. 

3) Your competition number is your ticket to get into the stadium.  Never leave it unattended in or on 

your bags or back packs – always have it pinned to your shirt or hip.  People like to take numbers if 

they see them lying unattended. 

4) You may use your lunch ticket at any time during the day.  The ticket is worth $11.00 and can only 

be used once so when you go to the concession stand buy what you want but use up as much of the 

$11.00 when you go.  Any unused amount will be lost if you do not use it. 

5) One or two buses will leave the track around 4:30 pm to go back to the hotel.  The other buses will 

leave after the last event.  Dinner will be served from 7:00-10:00 pm. 

6) Bed check will be at 10:30 pm and lights out at 11:00 pm. 

7) If you are going home after the first day of competition make sure you have a completed travel 

release form turned in to the Section V Coordinators, and have your parent/coach check you out 

before leaving with either your chaperone or one of the Section V Coordinators. 

 



 

 

Saturday June 9: 

1) Breakfast will be served from 6:30-8:00 am. 

2) All buses will leave for the track at 8:00 am with all athletes.  Turn in room keys to the front hotel 

desk on your way out to the bus.  Events begin at 10:00 am. 

3) Your competition number is your ticket to get into the stadium.  Never leave it unattended in or on 

your bags or back packs – always have it pinned to your shirt or hip.  People like to take numbers if 

they see them lying unattended. 

4) You may use your lunch ticket at any time during the day.  The ticket is worth $11.00 and can only 

be used once so when you go to the concession stand buy what you want but use up as much of the 

$11.00 when you go.  Any unused amount will be lost if you do not use it. 

5) Buses will leave after the final event and once all athletes have received their medals. 

6) If you are going home after the competition with a parent or coach make sure you have a completed 

travel release form turned in to the Section V Coordinators, and have your parent/coach check you 

out before leaving with either your chaperone or one of the Section V Coordinators. 

7) Buses will return in the opposite way they came dropping off at the Waterloo exit first, Target on 

Hyland Drive  second, Mount Morris-Geneseo exit #7 third, Dansville fourth, and the Bath last. 

 

 


